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Rapid advances in wireless networking have led to more mobile phones, 

PDAs, and other digital mobile devices becoming ubiquitously connected to the 

Internet.  As the demand of delay sensitive real-time applications for these portable 

devices increases, providing seamless connectivity to wireless networks becomes a 

critical issue.  For this reason, a number of micro-mobility protocols, such as 

Cellular IP, have been proposed to complement the Mobile IP protocol.  However, 

providing fast and reliable handoff is still a major obstacle to enabling seamless 

micro-mobility in wireless access networks.   

Cellular IP semi-soft handoff has been proposed to address such challenge.  

Evaluations have been performed which show that semi-soft handoff yields better 

performance than the conventional hard handoff.  However, these studies are based 

on symmetrical network topologies and loads.  In practice, network topology varies 
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and the network load fluctuates depending on numerous parameters (e.g., number 

of mobile nodes, amount of traffic in the network, etc.).  Semi-soft handoff uses 

fixed delay device and semi-soft delay values for stream synchronization and 

mobile host’s tune-in timing. Such scheme may work well for the evaluated 

symmetrical setup.  However, this will not be the case with unbalanced and 

dynamically changing networks, as what are typically found in real life.   

This paper describes a novel adaptive protocol (Adaptive-SS), which is 

proposed as an extension to the current Cellular IP semi-soft handoff protocol to 

address such issue by assigning delay device and semi-soft delay values 

dynamically based on the present network condition.  The simulation results show 

that Adaptive-SS significantly reduces network traffic and packet losses and 

duplications during handoff, while still minimizing handoff latency. 
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ADAPTIVE SEMI-SOFT HANDOFF FOR 
CELLULAR IP NETWORKS 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rapid advances in wireless networking have led to the prolific availability 

of mobile devices and services.  More mobile phones, PDAs, and other digital 

mobile devices have become ubiquitously connected to the Internet.  As the 

demand of delay sensitive real-time applications (e.g., audio and video streaming) 

for these portable devices increases, providing seamless connectivity to wireless 

networks becomes a critical issue.  Mobile IP [1] has been proposed and used as the 

protocol to facilitate global mobile Internet.  Mobile IP handoff requires the mobile 

host (MH) to register with its home agent by providing the care-of-address of the 

new foreign agent.  This enables the home agent to keep track of the exact location 

of the MH.  This mechanism would work well at a macro-level, where the coverage 

area and the cells are relatively large.  However, at the micro-level, the cells are 

smaller to support more users, and thus lead to more frequently handoffs.  For such 

a local mobility management, conventional Mobile IP handoff would suffer from 

increased delay, packet loss, and signaling.  Such overhead would invariably 

disrupt the smooth delivery of multimedia content. A number of micro-mobility 

protocols have been proposed to mitigate this problem [2, 3, 4].  One of the main 

improvements introduced by these protocols is the fast handoff mechanism.  

Handoff mechanisms in micro-mobility protocols eliminate the need for 

registration with the home agent as long as the MH is still within the same domain. 
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Cellular IP is one of the proposed micro-mobility protocols [5, 6, 7, 8], 

which handles two types of handoffshard and semi-soft handoff.  In hard handoff, 

a MH performs a handoff by tuning its radio to the new base station (BS) and 

sending a route-update packet to establish a new path.  Hard handoff is simple and 

minimizes network traffic during handoff, but induces certain amount of delay and 

packet loss during switching from the old BS to the new BS.  In semi-soft handoff, 

a MH tunes into the new BS while still preserving its connection to the old BS.  A 

route-update packet is sent to the new BS to create a path to it.  Then, the MH tunes 

into the new BS and the handoff process is completed.  By maintaining connections 

to both old and new BSs, a more seamless handoff can be achieved.   

Cellular IP semi-soft handoff mechanism uses a fixed delay device to 

synchronize the delays of the old and new paths.  This may work well with 

relatively small path delay differences.  However, for path delays that fluctuate, as 

in real networks, using a fixed value for the delay device is not sufficient.  An 

inaccurate delay value would lead to packet losses or duplications.  Therefore, the 

delay device value needs to be determined dynamically depending on the network 

condition at the time.  In addition, a fixed value is also used for the semi-soft delay.  

This parameter determines how long the MH has to wait before tuning into the new 

BS.  An inappropriate semi-soft delay value will also lead to packet losses or 

duplications. 

Existing evaluations of semi-soft handoff, however, were conducted using a 

simple and symmetrical network configuration.  By simple we mean only one MH 
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is involved in the evaluation and only the network traffic generated by the MH is 

considered during the handoff.  Symmetrical network means that the old and new 

paths involved in the handoff have the same number of network hops.  The impact 

of such setup is that both old and new paths experience similar network delays.  In 

practice, however, network loads vary dynamically, and the topology may differ 

depending on the location.  Such conditions would lead to fluctuations in network 

delays between the old and new paths involved in the handoff.  

This paper proposes a novel adaptive semi-soft handoff protocol (Adaptive-

SS) that adapts to dynamic network conditions by assigning delay device and semi-

soft delay values based on the network condition at the time of the handoff.  

Furthermore, Adaptive-SS can also be applied in a network where MH cannot 

communicate to both BSs simultaneously during handoff, and thus could be used as 

an alternative to indirect-handoff [17].  The proposed approach was implemented 

and tested on ns-2 extended with the Cellular IP model by the Columbia IP Micro-

mobility group [10].  The simulation results show that Adaptive-SS significantly 

improves handoff performance in terms of network traffic and packet 

losses/duplications during handoff. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.  Section 2 overviews the 

issues with hard and semi-soft handoff.  Section 3 presents the proposed adaptive 

semi-soft handoff approach.  Section 4 presents the evaluation methodology and 

results.  Section 5 discusses related work on fast handoff mechanisms and Cellular 

IP extensions.  Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

Figure 1 shows a simple handoff scenario where a MH is communicating 

with a corresponding host (CH), which could be anywhere on the Internet.  The 

Cellular IP gateway (GW) is the gateway of the Cellular IP network with two cells, 

cell1 and cell2.  The base stations (BS1 and BS2) are the access points for cell1 

and cell2, respectively.  A handoff is performed as MH moves from cell1 to cell2.  

CN is a cross-over node where the old path and the new path intersect.  Thus, CN is 

responsible for rerouting the packets for MH to the new BS (BS2).  
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FIGURE 1: A Simple Handoff Scenario 

 

A Cellular IP node (GW, BS, or any other intermediate nodes) maintains a 

routing cache containing soft-state mappings.  Each mapping is created by a route 

update packet and consists of the address of a MH and the address of the next node 

that has to be followed to reach the MH.  When a node receives a route-update 
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packet, it records in the routing cache the IP address of the source MH and the 

neighboring node from which the packet came from.  A node will search for a valid 

mapping in its routing cache when it receives a data packet intended for a particular 

MH.  If a valid mapping is found, the packet is forwarded using the next node 

address entry found in the mapping.  An entry is deleted after a certain timeout 

value if it is not refreshed by either an uplink data or a route-update packet sent 

from the MH. 

A MH listens to beacon signals sent by the BSs as it moves, and initiates a 

handoff based on their signal strength.  The MH establishes a path by sending a 

route-update packet to the BS.  The route-update packet travels through the BS to 

the GW (via all the nodes in between the BS and the GW).  Thus, a new path to the 

new BS is established when the CN creates a soft-state mapping in its routing cache.  

Following this, any packets arriving at GW for MH will be sent to MH based on the 

mappings on each of these nodes.  

MH performs a hard handoff by tuning its radio to the new BS (i.e., BS2) 

right after its signal strength is detected to be stronger than the old base BS’s (i.e., 

BS1).  MH then sends a route-update packet to BS2 to establish the new path.  The 

pitfall of this approach is that packet losses and handoff delay (i.e., the time period 

between when the last packet is received from the old BS and when the first packet 

is received from the new BS) can occur during the time MH waits for the 

establishment of the new path.  If a packet destined for MH arrives at CN prior to 

the arrival of the route-update-packet at CN, CN will forward the packet through 
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the old path.  Since MH has already tuned into BS2 by this time, the packet will be 

lost as it is sent via BS1.  The handoff delay occurs because MH has to wait for the 

route-update packet to reach and update the routing cache at CN before it can 

receive any packets from BS2. 

Semi-soft handoff reduces handoff delay and packet losses.  In semi-soft 

handoff, MH first establishes the new path by sending a route-update packet to BS2 

upon signal strength detection.  Then, it tunes back to BS1 and waits for the path 

establishment for a certain semi-soft delay.  After such a delay, it then tunes back to 

BS2 (presumably the new path is established by this time).  Since the new path is 

already established by the time MH tunes into the new BS, MH can start receiving 

packets right away.  Thus, delay and packet losses can be minimized and more 

seamless handoff can be achieved.  However, unlike hard handoff, semi-soft 

handoff does not minimize signaling.  During the path establishment, semi-soft 

handoff requires CN to forward (bi-cast) packets destined for MH via both old and 

new BSs.  Thus, there will be more traffic during semi-soft handoff than hard 

handoff.  Studies have shown that semi-soft handoff provides improved UDP and 

TCP performance over hard handoff in terms of packet losses [6, 7, 8, 9]. 

There are two critical requirements for establishing seamless handoff with 

semi-soft handoff: (1) Perfect alignment of streams and (2) efficient tune-in time.  

Figure 2 illustrates the alignment and tune-in time issues.  Stream alignment refers 

to the skewness of the packet sequences arriving at MH from the old and new BSs 

during handoff.  Figure 2(a) shows a perfect alignment where the last packet 
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received from the old BS and the first packet received from the new BS is in 

sequence.  Misaligned streams result in packet losses or duplications.  If the new 

stream (i.e., packets received from the new BS) is ahead the old stream, the first 

packet received by the MH upon tuning into the new BS would be a few packet 

sequences ahead of the last packet received from the old BS, and thus some packets 

are lost.  We refer to this as positive misalignment (Figure 2(b)).  A negative 

misalignment occurs when the old stream is ahead of the new stream and packets 

are duplicated (Figure 2(c)). 

 

 

FIGURE 2: Stream Alignment and Tune-in Issues 

 

To have a perfect alignment of streams, the path delays between MH and 

CN via the old BS and the new BS must be the same.  However, streams can be 

misaligned due to fluctuations in various delay factors such as node delay, 

propagation delay, and Medium Access Control (MAC) contention, which cause 

erratic path delays between MH and its CN.  Positive misalignment occurs when 
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the new path delay is smaller than the old path delay.  Negative misalignment 

occurs when the new path delay is longer than the old path delay.   

Semi-soft handoff mitigates the positive misalignment problem by having 

the CN induce a delay, using its delay device, to packets forwarded to the new path 

to increase its delay to the same level as the old path delay.  Thus, the delay device 

value (tdd) directly impacts stream alignment.  An appropriate tdd has to be selected 

so that both path delays are equal and thus a perfect stream alignment can be 

achieved.  Semi-soft handoff does not provide any mechanism for handling 

negative stream misalignment. 

Tune-in time refers to the time MH tunes into the new BS.  An efficient 

tune-in time is the one that minimizes handoff delay, packet losses/duplications, 

and handoff traffic.  As can be seen from Figure 2, tuning-in too early may cause 

packet losses and increased handoff delay.  On the other hand, late tune-in induces 

more network traffic than needed.  In Cellular IP semi-soft handoff, semi-soft delay 

(tss) is used as a guide to when MH tunes into the new BS.  For example, after 

sending a route-update packet to the new BS to establish the new path and tuning 

back into the old BS, the MH waits for tss before it tunes into the new BS.  Thus, 

the tss value directly impacts the tune-in time. 

The Cellular IP semi-soft handoff uses fixed values for both tdd and tss, 

which is not sufficient for handling dynamic network behavior and unsymmetrical 

network topologies. 
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3. ADAPTIVE SEMI-SOFT HANDOFF MECHANISM 

The proposed Adaptive Semi-Soft (Adaptive-SS) handoff scheme is a 

simple, yet effective method to dynamically determine the delay device (tdd) and 

semi-soft delay values (tss) and thus improve handoff performance.  Adaptive-SS 

determines tdd and tss based on the network condition at the time of the handoff, and 

as such, aims to cope with the dynamic network situations and differing network 

topologies.  Furthermore, it minimizes handoff traffic compared to the Cellular IP 

semi-soft handoff mechanism. Adaptive-SS uses route-update packets to probe the 

delays of each of the paths involved in the handoff.  From the timestamps of the 

route-update packets traversing the different paths, CN calculates the total delay of 

these paths and injects an appropriate amount of delay to the delay device.  Then, 

CN sends an ACK to the MH to indicate that the new path has been established and 

it should tune into the new BS. 

The proposed Adaptive-SS scheme works as follows.  Just before a MH 

initiates a semi-soft handoff, it sends semi-soft route-update packets towards both 

the new and old BSs, pold and pnew, and tunes back to the old BS.  There are two 

ways to do this.  If the adjacent cells operate using the same channel, route update 

packets can be broadcasted to both BSs.  On the other hand, if the adjacent cells 

operate under different channels, MH can first send a route-update packet to the 

new BS and then send the other route-update packet to the old BS.  CN uses the 

timestamps of these route-update packets to take into account the time delay 

between the transmissions of these packets in the calculation of tdd.   
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When CN receives pnew, it records the arrival time of the packet and checks 

whether pold has already arrived.  If not, this means that the delay of the old path is 

greater than the delay of the new path, i.e., told > tnew.  When pold arrives from the 

old link, its arrival time is subtracted by the arrival time of the packet from the new 

link.  The delay device value, tdd = told - tnew, is then adjusted accordingly.  If CN has 

already received pold (i.e., tnew > told), tdd is set to 0 since there is no need to inject 

any delay to the new path.  This way (in conjunction with the use of ACK packet 

that will be discussed shortly), packet duplications due to negative stream 

misalignment can be minimized.  For the ideal case, where told is equal to tnew, the 

delay device is set to 0. 

After CN assigns the delay device value, it sends an acknowledgement 

(ACK) packet back to MH via the old path.  In addition, the CN also stops 

forwarding packets to the old path.  Upon receiving this ACK, MH immediately 

tunes its radio to the new BS and the handoff process is complete.  With the use of 

such an ACK packet, efficient tune-in time could be achieved, as MH can be sure 

that the routing for the new path has been established prior to tuning into the new 

BS.  In addition, this ACK mechanism minimizes the downlink traffic imposed by 

bi-casting, since the packet forwarding to the old BS is immediately stopped 

instead of waiting for its soft-state mapping to time out.  Also, the ACK packet acts 

as a “mark” for the last packet to be received by the MH via the old BS, similar to 

the Last Packet Marking (LPM) approach described in [19].  The differences 

between LPM and Adaptive-SS will be discussed in Section V. 
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Note that it is possible for the ACK packet to be not received by the MH 

(e.g., lost on its way down to MH, MH is out of reach of old BS, dropped due to 

contention, etc).  As a contingency measure, the original tss parameter set in the 

Cellular IP is used if such a case happens.  MH assumes that ACK is lost if the 

packet does not arrive after it waits for tss.  Thus, when Adaptive-SS is used, tss 

should not be set too small, since it would diminish the effectiveness of the 

mechanism.  That is, MH would detect ACK packet as being lost, even though it 

might not be the case.  We recommend setting tss to the upper bound of the handoff 

latency based on observing the handoffs in a particular network of interest.  

Naturally, this would mean tss for Adaptive-SS is larger than that of the original 

semi-soft handoff.  The Adaptive-SS handoff scheme is summarized in Figure 3. 

 

 

FIGURE 3: The Adaptive Semi-Soft Handoff Mechanism 

Adaptive-SS mechanism: 

1.  MH sends semi-soft route-update packets, pold and pnew to old and new BSs, and 

tunes back to old BS. 

2. CN records arrival times, told and tnew: 

 (a) If told > tnew, then set tdd = told-tnew 

    (b) Else, if tss-old ≤ tss-new, then set tdd = 0 

3. CN sends ACK to MH via old BS upon receipt of both route-update packets. 

4. (a) If ACK received, MH tunes into the new BS.  

 (b) Else, MH waits tSS and tunes into the new BS. 
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4. EVALUATION 

4.1. Simulation Framework 

The Adaptive-SS hand-off scheme was implemented in ns-2 extended with 

the Cellular IP model from the Columbia IP Micro-mobility group [10].  To 

evaluate the effectiveness of Adaptive-SS in anticipating stream misalignment and 

formulating efficient tune-in time, the topology shown in Figure 1 was simulated 

with varying path delay differences and amount of network traffic.  Such a simple 

topology was chosen because it allowed us to accurately control the path delay 

difference and focus on observing its effect on handoff performance.  Traces were 

obtained and analyzed from the MAC layer of the MH.   

Note that for all the simulations discussed in this paper, the speed of MH is 

set so that the time MH spends in the overlapping coverage of the cells (i.e., 

handoff area) is longer than the round-trip time of the paths from MH to CN.  Such 

setup was used so that the complete handoff behavior can be observed.  The issue 

of reduction in handoff performance due to lack of time the MH spends in the 

handoff area is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

4.2. Effect of the Path Delay Difference on Handoff Performance 

In this simulation, a single MH receives a UDP stream at 4 ms inter-

transmission interval (tinter-trans) from the CH.  A 4 ms packet inter-transmission rate 

was observed to provide sufficient pressure to the network while not giving too 

much traffic to it.  All the wired link bandwidths were set to 10 Mbps, which was 
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more than sufficient for the one network stream simulated.  Because there is only 

one MH in the simulation, there is no Request-to-Send/Clear-to-Send (RTS/CTS) 

contention due to other network devices trying to use the wireless medium.  Thus, 

the propagation delay of the wireless medium is fairly constant.  Also, it is fairly 

small relative to the link propagation delays (i.e., L3 and L4).  In addition, for a 

constant packet rate that was used in this simulation, the processing time of the 

nodes (i.e., GW, CN, BSs, and MH) is negligible.  Therefore, the link propagation 

delays are comparable to the total path delays.  Based on this, Path Delay Ratio 

(PDR), which is the ratio of the old path delay relative to the new path delay, i.e., 

L3:L4, is varied to simulate the various path delay differences.   PDR is varied 

from 30:1 to 1:30 by varying the propagation delay of L3 and L4 from 2 ms to 60 

ms (e.g., 30:1 = 60ms:2ms; 1:1 = 2ms:2ms; 1:30 = 2ms:60ms).  A PDR of 30:1 to 

2:1 simulates positive misalignments, a PDR of 1:1 perfect alignment, and a PDR 

of 1:2 to 1:30 simulates negative misalignments. 

The Adaptive-SS scheme was compared against hard handoff (Cip-Hard), 

semi-soft handoff with tdd of 0 ms (Cip-SS), and semi-soft handoff with tdd of 50 

ms (Cip-SS-50).  The delay value of 50 ms was chosen because it has been shown 

to provide the best performance in a previous Cellular IP study [9].  Figure 4 shows 

a comparison of the four handoff schemes for PDR of 5:1.  The x-axis represents 

packet arrival time at the MH, while the y-axis shows the sequence number of the 

packets (added to the UDP packets for simulation purpose).  The packets received 

from the old BS are shown in a different color than those received from the new BS.  
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When packets are received at a constant rate, the data points would shape as a 

straight line with a positive slope since the interval between packet arrivals would 

be relatively constant and the packet sequence number would increase by one for 

each new packet received. 

 

 

FIGURE 4: The Phase of the Simulated Handoff Schemes (PDR = 5:1) 
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With Cip-SS, all the downlink packets received from the new BS arrive 

unsynchronized, which creates a positive stream misalignment.  Thus, several 

packets are lost at the time MH tunes into the new BS.  On the other hand, with 

Cip-SS-50, the delay device puts too much delay to the packets forwarded to the 

new BS, which results in a negative stream misalignment.  This causes MH to 

receive several duplicate packets.  For Cip-Hard, several packets are lost during the 

period MH waits for the establishment of the new routing path.  These packets are 

routed to the old path and are not received since MH has already tuned into the new 

BS by the time these packets are sent out by the old BS.  As can be seen by the 

figure, the Adaptive-SS scheme works the best.  Packets coming from the new BS 

arrive perfectly aligned with the packets from the old BS.  Furthermore, the ACK 

mechanism allows MH to know the efficient tune-in time (i.e., right after the 

packets are synchronized).   

Figure 5 shows the efficient tss interval for Cip-SS and Cip-SS-50 for each 

of the simulated PDRs.  Utilizing tss value that lies within this interval would yield 

efficient tune-in time as illustrated in Figure 2.  These intervals are determined 

based on observing the handoff trace of each of the simulation runs for differing 

PDR values.  As the figure shows, the efficient tss interval varies with differing 

PDR values.  This indicates a need for dynamic determination of tss that could fit in 

the efficient tss interval for a particular network condition.  A fixed tss value would 

not be able to keep up with the changing efficient tss interval requirement to provide 

efficient and seamless handoffs.  Lastly, the figure also shows that higher tss value 
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is needed with larger path delay and path delay difference.  Note that for positive 

misalignments (2:1 to 30:1), the efficient tss interval for Cip-SS does not increase 

because the efficient tss is achieved by tuning-in as early as possible to minimize 

packet loss and network traffic.  For Cip-SS-50, however, efficient tss increases 

due to the longer effective new path delay caused by the use of tdd value of 50 ms.  
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FIGURE 5: Efficient Tune-in Times 

 

Figure 6 summarizes the performance of the various handoff schemes in 

terms of packet loss (+) or duplicate (–).  For both Cip-SS approaches, tss =50 ms 

is used as the default value.  As expected, the hard handoff results in most packet 

losses. Moreover, employing a fix delay device value does not work effectively in 

eliminating packet losses or duplicates.  This is evident from the result for Cip-SS-

50, which has virtually the same increasing trend as the result of Cip-SS, except 

that the extra 50 ms delay only shifted the stream alignment point. The figure 

shows that there is an increasing trend with higher path delay difference.  The 
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increasing trend in the handoff performance for PDR values of 1:2 to 1:30 (and 2:1 

to 30:1) is due to earlier MH tune-in time caused by having a fixed tss value.  As 

can be seen, Adaptive-SS performs the best out of all the schemes.  For all the 

differing PDRs, packet losses and duplications are entirely eliminated.   

 

 

Figure 7 shows the downlink traffic of the old path during handoff in terms 

of the number of packets (e.g., from when the semi-soft route-update packet is sent 

to the new BS until when there is no more packet sent via the old path).  The 

amount of handoff traffic increases with increasing path delay difference.  Cip-SS 

and Cip-SS-50 generate significantly more traffic compared to the Cip-Hard and 

Adaptive-SS.  This is due to the bi-casting technique used in these schemes, which 

requires CN to continue forwarding packets to MH via the old BS until the routing 

table times out.  Both Cip-SS and Cip-SS-50 induce similar amount of traffic 

because they use the same timeout interval of 1.5 second.  As anticipated, Cip-

 

FIGURE 6: Handoff Performance for Various PDRs. 
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Hard generates the least amount of traffic.  Nevertheless, the traffic generated by 

Adaptive-SS is only slightly higher than Cip-Hard.  For delay ratios of 1:10 to 

1:30 (10:1 to 30:1), the handoff traffic of Adaptive-SS increases at a higher rate 

compared to delay ratios of 1:5 to 5:1.  This is because Adaptive-SS offsets the 

higher rate of increase in path delay differences by assigning higher values to the 

delay device and effectively inducing more downlink traffic via the old path. 
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FIGURE 7: Handoff Traffic for Various PDRs 
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4.3. Effect of Other Network Streams on Handoff Performance 

The previous simulation results are based on path delay differences that are 

relatively constant.  In realistic situations, however, handoffs are likely to occur in 

the presence of other network streams, which induce fluctuations in path delays.  

Therefore, such a situation was evaluated based on two MH migration scenarios: 

(1) From high to low cell density (H→L), and (2) from low to high cell density 

(L→H).  Cell density refers to the number of active MHs in a cell.  A high density 

cell is simulated by having two cell-resident MHs in the cell, in addition to the 

moving non-resident MH.  These cell-resident MHs stay in the cell and do not 

perform handoffs.  Each of them receives a downlink UDP stream from the CH at 

the same rate as the moving MH.  Low cell density refers to a cell without the cell-

resident MHs.  In a high-density cell, there is more network traffic due to the cell-

resident MHs, and thus delay variability is higher due to contention among the 

MHs in the cell. 

In order to capture only the behavior of fluctuating delays that comes from 

having multiple streams, the base path delay difference (i.e., L3-L4) is 

eliminated by setting the L3 and L4 propagation delays to the same value of 2 ms.  

The amount of network traffic is varied by increasing the packet transmission 

interval of all three streams from 4 ms to 8 ms in steps of 1 ms.  This range is 

selected to represent the reasonably slow to busy network condition.  Our 

experiment with lower packet inter-transmission time (< 4ms) resulted in an 

extremely congested network where packets were dropped in the high-density cell 
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even when there were no handoffs occurring.  On the other hand, for packet 

transmission interval higher than 8 ms, the network is light and the observed 

behavior is very similar to the network traffic with 8 ms packet transmission 

interval (e.g., very good handoff performance).  The same four handoff schemes as 

in the previous PDR analysis are evaluated using the two scenarios.    

In general, lower the packet transmission interval (i.e., higher packet rate), 

more congested the network becomes, and thus, the higher the path delay variation 

is expected to be.  Thus, the handoff performance is expected to be worse with 

lower transmission interval.  Furthermore, since the link propagation delay is set to 

be the same value, the path delay fluctuations are caused by other delay factors.  

Based on observing the simulation data, the main factor for path delay variation is 

the MAC protocol, which is based on Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 

with RTS/CTS control packets.  In the high-density cell, the time required to gain 

access to the wireless medium via RTS/CTS varies greatly due to contention 

among MHs residing in the cell.  The variability due to RTS/CTS will be discussed 

in the later part of this section.  

Figure 8 shows the handoff performance for the various packet-transmission 

intervals simulated for both L→H and H→L scenarios.  As expected, Cip-Hard 

resulted in the largest number of packet losses.  The Cip-SS handoff schemes 

resulted in less packet losses than Cip-Hard and adding the fixed tdd value of 50 ms 

only offsets the handoff performance to yield either decreased packet losses or 

increased packet duplicates in most cases.  For the L→H scenario with intervals of 
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5 and 4 ms, the impact of the delay device is not noticeable because the high 

density of the cell the MH is moving to results in increased delay in the packet 

queue time at the new BS, which in turn absorbs the impact of tdd.  As can be seen, 

Adaptive-SS yielded the best overall performance in terms of absolute number of 

packet losses or duplicates. On average, Adaptive-SS performed significantly 

better than the other approaches for the L→H scenario.  For the H→L scenario, 

Adaptive-SS performed moderately better than the other approaches, but also the 

performance of all the schemes simulated were better than the L→H scenario.  
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FIGURE 8: Handoff Performance for Various Cell Densities 
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In general, long inter-transmission intervals of 8 ~ 6 ms resulted in very few 

or no packet loses for both L→H and H→L scenarios.  However, the handoff 

performance for all the schemes degrade significantly for packet transmission 

intervals of 5 ~ 4 ms.  At these intervals, there are too many packets sent and the 

network is handling these packets at its limit.  Analyses of the simulation traces 

indicate that the main source of variance in the total path delay of the high-density 

cell comes from the time packets spend in the BS.  Other delay parameters, such as 

the wired link and air propagation delays and CN and GW processing times, remain 

relatively constant.  BS processing time, however, varies quite significantly for 

packet transmission interval of 5 ms or less.  This is due to the CTS/RTS 

mechanism used to multiplex the access to the wireless medium.  As multiple MHs 

compete for the wireless channel, packets experience longer delays waiting to be 

sent.   

For the Adaptive-SS scheme, depending on whether broadcast or unicast is 

used to send route-update packets, Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) becomes 

another factor that adds to the variance in the total path delay.  If broadcast is 

employed, additional path variance exists.  This is because at the time of the 

broadcast, MH has the IP address (i.e., from the beacon packet received previously 

from the new BS), but does not have the MAC address of the new BS.  Therefore, 

MH simply uses the broadcast MAC address (i.e., ff-ff-ff-ff-ff-ff) to send a route 

update packet to the BSs.  Since an IP address can be converted to a MAC address 

only through ARP and the ARP is initiated only when address resolution is needed 
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(i.e., when routing to a particular IP address without corresponding MAC address 

mapping in the ARP table), and assuming that there is no advanced MAC caching 

techniques being implemented, both MH and the new BS will not have each other’s 

MAC address by the time the new BS receives the first downlink data packet 

destined for the MH.  Therefore, it initiates the ARP process to convert the MH’s 

IP address to the MAC address.  Then, the packet is put into the ARP buffer while 

the ARP request contends for the wireless medium.  During this period, if another 

packet destined for the MH arrives, the packet in the ARP buffer is overwritten (i.e., 

dropped) in accordance to the BSD style implementation adopted by ns-2.  These 

ARP packet drops especially degrade the performance of Adaptive-SS for the 

L→H scenario, as the ARP delay becomes much longer when MH enters the high-

density cell.  Note that this problem does not exist if unicast is used because MH 

will initiate an ARP prior to sending the route-update packet to the new BS to 

translate the IP address of the BS to a MAC address and, through this process, the 

new BS will obtain the MAC address of the MH as well. 

A simple solution to avoid ARP packet drops is to have either the new BS 

or MH to send an ARP request right after the route-update packet is sent by the MH 

(rather than waiting until the first packet is received by the new BS).  This 

approach, called ARP follow-through, allows the ARP process and the new path 

establishment to be done in parallel.  As shown in Figure 8, the ARP follow-

through significantly improves the performance of Adaptive-SS under L→H 

scenario for congested situations (i.e. 4 ms and 5 ms intervals).  However, for less 
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congested situations, there is very little or no improvement. This is because for 

these situations, the packet losses are not due to ARP packet drops.  

 

 

Figure 9 shows the average (with max. and min.) processing time of BS in 

the high-density cell during handoff for Adaptive-SS.  The BS processing time for 

a packet is determined by the time between when BS receives the packet and when 

BS sends the packet to MH.  The average (and max/min) processing times are 

obtained from the last (H→L) or the first (H→L) 100 packets sent by BS to MH in 

the high-density cell.  As can be seen from the figure, there is a significant increase 

in the average processing time for packet transmission intervals of 6 ms to 5 ms, 

FIGURE 9: BS Processing Times of the High-density Cell for Adaptive-SS. 
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which was the main reason for the degradation in performance of Adaptive-SS.  

Furthermore, for packet transmission interval of 5 ms or less, BS average 

processing time increases steadily, with the range (i.e., max. – min.) increasing at a 

higher rate than the processing time.  This means that as packet transmission 

interval decreases, packets arriving at BS would experience a wider possible range 

of delays before they are sent to MH. 

For the H→L scenario, this means that the Adaptive-SS’ ACK packets sent 

from CN to MH suffers from high variability in MAC delay and as a result less 

accurately predicts the efficient tune-in time for MH.  For the L→H scenario, MH 

experiences tune-in latency in the high-density cell it is migrating to due to the 

network traffic contention, increased RTS/CTS wait time, and ARP time. 
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FIGURE 10: Handoff Traffic for Various Cell Densities. 
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Finally, Figure 10 shows the downlink traffic generated by each of the 

handoff schemes.  For the H→L scenario, we only calculated the number of 

packets sent via the old path for the moving MH, since the number of packets for 

the other two mobile hosts is relatively constant.  As discussed previously in 

Subsection IV.2, the semi-soft handoff generates significantly more traffic out of 

all the simulated schemes.  Cip-Hard yields the least amount of handoff traffic, 

while Adaptive-SS is only slightly higher. 
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5. RELATED WORK 

There are various micro-mobility protocols proposed in the literatures [2, 3, 

4].  The three prevailing ones that have been extensively evaluated in the previous 

studies are Hawaii [11], Hierarchical MIP [12], and Cellular IP [8].  Each of these 

three protocols presents different fast handoff mechanisms.  In general, however, 

fast handoff mechanisms are based on three underlying ideas: bi-casting, buffering, 

and forwarding [9]. 

In bi-casting, the knowledge of the new BS is gathered ahead of time.  

Using this information, the connection to the new BS is prepared in advance.  As 

such, this approach involves bi-casting of downlink streams to MH via both the old 

and new paths during handoff.  The bi-casting approach is used in Cellular IP semi-

soft handoff, Hierarchical Mobile IP Fast Handoff [13] and Foreign Agent Assisted 

[14] handoff.  Buffering refers to the use of a buffer to temporary store packets 

involved in the handoff. Buffering is typically used in conjunction with bi-casting 

or forwarding.  In forwarding, no knowledge of the new BS is needed.  Instead, this 

approach focuses on recovery after handoff.  During handoff, packets are placed in 

a buffer in the old BS.  After handoff, these packets in the buffer are forwarded to 

MH via BS.  Hawaii MSF path setup scheme, Buffer management [15], and 

Generalized IP [16] handoffs for Hierarchical Mobile IP are based on the buffering 

and forwarding approach.  

There are two handoff extensions that have been proposed for the Cellular 

IP protocol: Indirect semi-soft handoff and Last Packet Marking.  Indirect semi-soft 
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handoff is included in the Cellular IP draft [17] as an extension to the handoff 

protocol for such cases where the wireless technologies used do not allow MHs to 

simultaneously communicate with the multiple stations involved in the handoff, 

such as the case in Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) networks.  Evaluation 

of the handoff extension showed that it has better performance compared to the 

hard-handoff but still worse than semi-soft handoff [18].  Last Packet Marking 

(LPM) [19] mechanism addresses the same issue as our Adaptive-SS.  It aims to 

ameliorate packet losses and duplications due to fix delay parameters usage 

proposed in Cellular IP.  LPM works as follows. MH sends route-update packet to 

the new BS to initiate a handoff.  Upon receiving the route-update packet, CN 

sends a semi-soft reply (i.e., ACK) to the old BS and then multicasts data packets 

to both new and old BSs.  MH tunes into the new BS after it receives the semi-soft 

reply.  Instead of using a delay device, CN forwards data packets immediately and 

the new BS buffers them in case these packets arrive before MH tunes into the new 

BS.  In the case where MH tunes into the new BS before semi-soft reply arrives, 

data packets to the old BS before the semi-soft reply are forwarded to the new BS.  

If MH tunes into the new BS after it has received several data packets after the 

semi-soft reply, packet duplications are eliminated at the new BS.  

There are two major differences between LPM and the proposed Adaptive-

SS: (1) LPM uses buffering and forwarding techniques while Adaptive-SS uses 

route-update packet sends.  The advantage of Adaptive-SS is that it adds very little 

to the network bandwidth during handoff.  On the other hand, packet forwarding 
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would add extra traffic during the handoff. (2) The evaluation of LPM includes 

only two sets of delay parameters.  Thus, it is difficult to determine how the 

mechanism will perform as path delay difference increases, or as more packets 

congest the network.  In contrast, Adaptive-SS was evaluated under many sets of 

delay parameters by testing for differing path delay differences and network loads.  

Our simulation results show that Adaptive-SS performs significantly better than 

semi-soft and hard handoffs in reducing packet losses/duplicates and handoff 

traffic. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we show that semi-soft handoff is ineffective in handling 

dynamic network behavior due to the use of fix values for the delay device and 

semi-soft delay.  The proposed Adaptive-SS scheme addresses this issue by 

dynamically determining the delay values based on the network condition at the 

time.   

Our simulation results show that Adaptive-SS is very effective in 

anticipating base path delays, such as the link propagation delay, which resulted in 

relatively constant delay differences between the old and new paths involved in the 

handoff.  For the path delay differences caused by factors that fluctuate, such as the 

presence of other network streams and the intensity of the streams, the adaptive 

approach is more effective than other methods simulated.  In addition, Adaptive-

SS minimizes handoff traffic up to the point that is almost comparable to the 

handoff traffic generated by the hard handoff approach. 

For future work, we plan investigate further the effectiveness of the 

Adaptive-SS approach for TCP/IP streams and mixed typed streams under a more 

dynamic and erratic experimental setup.  In addition, it would also be interesting to 

analyze real wireless network infrastructures and characterize the various factors 

that contribute to the path delays during handoff and their variability.  Lastly, 

perhaps a more aggressive approach utilizing periodic signaling packets that 

monitor the network condition could be devised to better anticipate the dynamic 

delay factors.  Other optimizations for Adaptive-SS could be developed as well. 
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